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Dark Matter as the inflaton

• Minimal extension to Standard Model

• Non-minimally coupled to gravity
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Inflation
Needed to explain flatness, 

„horizon problem‟, lack of 

unwanted relics, seeds of 

structure

Properties:

 Very flat potential

 Tiny self coupling (~10-13)

Dark Matter

No apparent connection

Indirectly observed through its 

gravitational effects

Weak-scale thermal relic cold 

dark matter is well motivated

Properties:

 Weakly interacting

 Large couplings

→ We look for a weak-scale particle physics model 

which connects the two



Inflation

 Inflation in s-direction if ξs >> ξh

 Bezrukov and 

Shaposhnikov  

[0710.3755],[0904.1537]

 Barvinsky et al 

[0904.1698]

 De Simone et al 

[0812.4946]

 Clark et al [0906.5595]



Method

1. Compute radiative corrections (Jordan frame)

2. Check stability of potential

3. Then transform to Einstein frame

4. Compute slow roll parameters

5. Relate lhs to ms using WDM



Radiative corrections
 Use Renormalisation Group (RG) equations for all 

couplings including ξh and ξs e.g.

 Use Coleman-Weinberg 
potential

 Scalar propagators 
suppressed due to ξs by

Figure: mh = 160 GeV, ls(mt) = 0.2 and lhs(mt) = 0.1



Constraints

1. Spectral index within WMAP limits (1-s): 0.947 

< n < 0.973

2. Vacuum stability (from mt to Mpl, in s and h

directions)

3. Perturbative couplings (l < 4p) (from mt to Mpl, 

in s and h directions)



Parameter space: “small” ls

Solid line: h 

direction

Dashed line: s 

direction

ls = 0.025

(quartic self-

coupling)



Parameter space: “large” ls

Solid line: h 

direction

Dashed line: s 

direction

ls = 0.2 

(quartic self-

coupling)



Dark matter

mh = 160 

GeV

See e.g. Phys. Lett. B 161, 136; Phys. Lett. B 323 (1994) 339; hep-ph/0011335



Scalar mass and the LHC

• LHC: hopefully will give mh

• LHC: h → SS decay for ms < mh/2 possible

•Dark Matter detectors: currently ms < 50 (70) GeV ruled 

out for mh = 120 (200) GeV

•PLANCK: will measure n to ± 0.005 at 2σ

ls(mt) = 0.025 
ls(mt) = 0.2 



Spectral index and Higgs-inflation

 S-inflation: n > 0.966 always

 pure H-inflation: n ~ 0.966 except for low mh

 H-inflation + S as DM: n ≤ 0.966 at mh > 160 GeV



Summary
 Standard Model + singlet scalar can give

1) inflation

2) thermal WIMP-like dark matter

 Predicts: 145 GeV ≤ mh ≤ 170 GeV

45 GeV ≤ ms ≤ 1 TeV

n > 0.966

 Constraints on parameter space expected from 

 PLANCK (spectral index)

 LHC (Higgs mass)

 Detection of S dark matter possible at

 LHC (h → SS, low ms only)

 Future dark matter experiments
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Comments?



Extra slides



RG equations



Step 1: SJ → SE using     and

Step 2: s, h → s,  h (for canonical normalisation)

Resulting in:

with: and

Conformal transformations



Quantise in Jordan frame:

Transform to Einstein BUT don‟t re-define fields:

Write in terms of Jordan metric:

Rearranging:

Where:

Suppression factors



Higgs as inflaton
non-minimal coupling to gravity → flat potential
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